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Kitten

I first heard this song on the FIFA 13 soundtrack. love it so i thought i would
make a 
tab for it, enjoy :)

Intro: x2

G           G
Ooooooooooh Waaaaaaahhhhhhhhhh

Em          Cadd9              -------You can play C here but i prefer to
Ooooooooooh Waaaaaaahhhhhhhhhh        play Cadd9: x32033

Verse:

               G
If you want to heal me

G
Then heaven only knows

               Em
If you want to hold me tight

                C
I know where to go

                G
And if you want protection

G
From the enemy inside

                     Em
To pull you from the ashes (of)

                        C
She ll be heavy when it dies

Chorus:

Em    D       G



These are the day

Em          D         G
Through teardrops and haze

Em    D  G    C
Science erased

Em
We ll see you all

D
We ll see you all

G
Again

G           G
Ooooooooooh Waaaaaaahhhhhhhhhh

Em          Cadd9
Ooooooooooh Waaaaaaahhhhhhhhhh

Verse:

              G
Spiders on my window

G
Take away the time

                  Em
And if you are the engine

        C
Make it mine

                  G
And when you need protection

G
From a bullet or a ghost

              Em
I ll kill the memory of shadows

                   C



And we can hold it close

Chorus:

Em    D       G
These are the days
(and on, and on)

Em          D         G
Through teardrops and haze
(and on, and on)

Em   D           G     C
From violence to grace
(and on, and on)

Em
We ll see you all

D                  G
We ll see you all (again)

Em
We ll see you all

D                  G
We ll see you all (again)

Bridge:

Am                 C
So kiss this world goodbye

                        Em
The picture s black and white
(no, not again)

Am                    C
You re perfect in the light
        G
Say goodnight

G           G
Ooooooooooh Waaaaaaahhhhhhhhhh
                               x2
Em          Cadd9
Ooooooooooh Waaaaaaahhhhhhhhhh



Chorus:

Em    D       G
These are the days
(and on, and on)

Em          D         G
Through teardrops and haze
(and on, and on)

Em   D           G     C
From violence to grace
(and on, and on)

Em
We ll see you all

D                  G
We ll see you all (again)

Em
We ll see you all

D                  G
We ll see you all (again)

Em
We ll see you all

D                  G
We ll see you all (again)

Done! I have played it with different chords in certain places but this is what
i 
decided on in the end. Do let me know of anything you might change :)

Peace!
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